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On WendVs Theorem of Knots, II
By Shin'ichi KINOSHITA
1. Recently R. H. Fox introduced in his paper [1] an operation
T called a single twist. Using this operation T, we introduce now a
numerical knot^ invariant ϊs(k) defined as the minimal number of τn which
change the given knot k to the trivial one, where the natural number
n is not fixed. By definition of s(k) and
l(Jfe) < s(k) < s(k).
Then the purpose of this note is to prove
(*) eg<(g-lTs{k),
where eg is the minimal number of essential generators of the 1-dimen-
sional homology group of the g -fold cyclic covering space of S, branched
along k. From the above inequality (#) it follows that
eg < (g- l)s(k), eg < (g- l)s(k),
where the former is proved in [2] and the latter is due to H. Wendt [3].
2. Now we prove our inequality (*). Let k be a knot. Suppose
that k is deformed into kr by τn. Then we are only to prove that
Let F(S—k) be the fundamental group of S—k. By [1] we may
assume that
F(S-k)=(a, 6, A By x19 x2y-:
a = A,b =B, r
x
 = 1, r2 — 1, •••),
F(S-k') = {ay by A, B, x19 x2y - :
a = Ay b= A
nBy rx = 1, r2 = 1, •••).
The 1-dimensional homology groups of S—k and S—k' are infinite cyclic.
We denote by t a generator of either group. Then abelianization of
F(S—k) or F(S—k') maps A into f and B into 1, where q is an integer.
By usual methods the presentations of F(S—k) and F(S—k') can be trans-
fomed to the following one:
1) A knot is a polygonal simple closed curve in the 3-sphere S.
2) s(*0 and s ( » are defined in [2].
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F(S-k) = (ί, a, b, A, By xly x2, ••• :
a=A9 b = B, r 1 = = l , ra = l, , ί / Γ
1
= D ,
F(S-&') = (ί, 5, ft, A, B, x19 x2y •••:
ά = A9 t
nqb = (t«A)nB, r
x
 = 1, r2 = 1, ••• , / / Ϊ
1
 = 1).
Furthermore we may suppose that / ! = / 2 . Then the 1-dimensional homo-
logy group of the g-ίo\d cyclic covering space of S, branched along ky
is given by the matrix:
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respectively
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From (2) and (3) it is easy to see that
Thus our proof is complete.
(Received September 29, 1958)
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